
1 One girl has long, dark hair. She is wearing a
dark gray sweater and dark blue jeans. She is
sitting down. The other girl has short blond hair.
She is wearing a dark blue sweater and a black
dress. She is also sitting down. 

2 a Jen (Lindley), Joey (Potter), Pacey (Witter), 
and Dawson (Leery).

b See The People in This Story on pages 6 and 
7, for details that the student might choose.

3 a Joey, Bessie and Bodie
b Dawson
c Jen and Pacey

4 a Dawson feels happy and excited because 
Sheila has come to Capeside. She is beautiful 
and interesting and unusual. He is looking 
forward to the summer.

b Joey feels cross because Dawson is talking 
about the wonderful Australian girl all the 
time. Joey feels better when she thinks about 
hitting Dawson’s head instead of the 
volleyball. She is very interested in Jeremy, 
the “cute” young man. She thinks that he is 
gorgeous and nice.

c Pacey feels angry because he will not qualify 
as a lifeguard until next summer. Until then 
he won’t be able to save beautiful girls.

d She really likes Jeremy. She still thinks that 
he’s gorgeous. And she is happy that he likes 
her family.

e Jen is worried about the way Pacey behaves 
at the pool. Pacey thinks that she is in love 
with him. Then she is angry with him. 

f Dawson doesn’t feel excited when he kisses 
Sheila. He doesn’t feel anything.

5 A lifeguard has to protect the people of Capeside
and visitors to the town. A lifeguard has to save
them from danger in the water. 
a case
b life buoy
c video tape
A lifeguard uses a life buoy (b) to pull a person
through the water to the beach.

6 Student’s own answer. Students should guess

that the rescue takes place in water because Jen 
and Pacey have been learning to be lifeguards.
They might also guess that Pacey does the
rescuing because he is the one who apparently
hasn’t learned anything.

7 Student’s own answer. Dawson is thinking that
he loves Joey. Joey may be thinking that she
loves Dawson. Or she may be thinking that she
loves Dawson but she still wants to meet other
people. Joey and Dawson may each be thinking
about the people they met during the vacation
(Sheila and Jeremy).

8 Student’s own answer. Students should get the

balance of description and dialogue right. They

should give all their description in the Present

Tense. They should lay out the script using the

model on pages 10 and 11.

9 Student’s own answer.
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